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Harmon opens his garage in Lexington to begin an afternoon of making baits. The garage tends to stay full 
of equipment used to build his lures year round.

Harmon begins each work session by boxing up the lures he is shipping out. This 
determines how many more are needed, and which types of lures he will build that 
afternoon.

The swim jig is one of the twenty different lure models that Harmon makes. He starts by molding melted lead into the shape of the lure, then torching the 
hardened medal to help it set. 

Tim Harmon began building his own lures as a kid in order to go bass fishing in Columbia, South Carolina. This lead to Tim founding is own business, Treeshaker Tackle, worth thousands. When not on the water fishing using his custom made lures, Harmon is at home 
hand crafting baits for various stores, clients, and professional fisherman.   

Sponsored by Harmon, professional Bassmaster angler, Brett Pruette, is using a Treeshaker Tackle Alabama Rig style lure to practice for an upcoming tournament on Lake Murray.  

Treeshaker Tackle is the top sponsor for professional FLW angler, Timmy Thompkins. Thompkins reals in this two pound largemouth on the Waccamaw River, 
South Carolina, during a Fishers of Men League tournament. 

Pruette exclusively uses Treeshaker Tackle lures for his pro tour tournaments. This green pumpkin colored flipping jig 
is his go to lure when fishing on Lake Murray.  

Lexington man turns hobby into cash with hand made fishing lures.

Tim Harmon grew up in Columbia, 
South   Carolina, hand crafting his own 
fishing tackle, and fishing local ponds 
for bass every chance he got. This grew 
into a lifelong hobby of building fishing 
lures for himself and friends.  About five 
years ago, the orders from friends grew 
out of control and the Treeshaker Tackle 
Company was born. Harmon quickly 
learned to make lures fast, even building 
his own mechanisms to produce lures 
in bulk. Working out of his garage after 
his day job, Harmon now distributes 
online, in dozens of stores and at fishing 
tournaments. He also donates them to 
his favorite charity fundraisers. Harmon 
sponsors six anglers on the Bassmaster 
and FLW pro tour, producing hundreds 
of lures for them each year. Despite the 
high client volume, Harmon still works 
out of his garage, and says he doesn’t 
plan on leaving it anytime soon.     


